
Guide for creating a Sample Launch Bank 



Introduction

The Sample Launch function of XDJ-AERO allows you to select the playlists in your USB device
linked to the unit as a bank. 

(This function works when the XDJ-AERO firmware is Version 2.0 or later.)

This guide illustrates the procedures from how to sample a music file using rekordbox
to how to add it to a playlist and export it to a USB device. 

Preparation

1 Launch rekordbox.

2  Create a playlist for a Sample Launch bank.

How to create a Sample Launch bank  

1  Play a music file.

2  Set a Loop In point at the sample head and a Loop Out point at the sample end.

　* If the sample created using rekordbox is 2 seconds or longer, only 2 seconds from the sample
     head can be used as a sample in the Sample Launch function. 

STEP1. 
Play a music file.  

STEP2: 
Set a Loop In point at the sample 
head and a Loop Out point at the 
sample end. 

STEP3. 
Right click while a loop is 
playing and select [Save 
the Loop in WAV file]. 

STEP4. 
The saved music file is 
automatically added to 
the [Collection] with the 
saved name. 

STEP5. 
Drag the music file to add the 
playlist created for the bank.  



3  Right-click on the enlarged waveform display on the player panel while the loop is playing
    and select [Export Loop As Wav].

4  The screen named [Export Loop As Wav] is displayed.
　　After selecting the location to save the music file, click [Save].

Extracted loop elements are saved as WAVE files (48 kHz sampling frequency, 16-bit 

quantization) and added to the rekordbox music collection. The filename specified for the 

WAVE file when it was saved is displayed in the title column on the [Collection] pane.

5  Drag the saved music file from the [Collection] pane to add it to the playlist.

Take the above steps from 1  to 5  to add up to 4 files to a playlist.
The 1st through 4th files in a selected playlist on a USB device are assigned to

 [FX SELECT 1 ~ 4] buttons of the Sample Launch function.

The 5th and later samples in the playlist are not displayed in the Bank Selection Screen
on this unit.  

6  Connect the computer and the USB device.

7   Export the playlist to the USB device and remove it from the computer.

This is to complete creating a Sample Launch bank. 

Press the SAMPLE LAUNCH button for longer than 1 second after connecting the unit 

to the USB device, the created playlist can be selected as a sample bank. 

・Please refer to the Operating Instructions of rekordbox (Mac/Windows) for further details
  of rekordbox. 

・Please refer to the Operating Instructions of XDJ-AERO for further details of the Sample
  Launch function. 




